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Abstract: This paper presents certain reflections concerning an interdisciplinary project between
medieval archaeologists from the University of Florence (Italy) and computer science researchers
from CNRS, National Center for Scientific Research, (France), aiming towards a connection between
3D spatial representation and archaeological knowledge. We try to develop an integrated system for
archaeological 3D survey and all other types of archaeological data and knowledge by incorporating
observable (material) and non-graphic (interpretive) data. Survey plays a central role, since it is both a
metric representation of the archaeological site and, to a wider extent, an interpretation of it (being also
a common basis for communication between the two teams). More specifically, 3D survey is crucial,
allowing archaeologists to connect actual spatial assets to the stratigraphic formation processes (i.e.,
to the archaeological time) and to translate spatial observations into historical interpretation of the
site. It is well known that laser scanner, photogrammetry and computer vision are very useful tools
for archaeologists, although the integration of the representation of space, as well as archaeological
time has not yet found a methodological standard of reference. We propose a common formalism
for describing photogrammetric survey and archaeological knowledge stemming from ontologies:
indeed, ontologies are fully used to model and store 3D data and archaeological knowledge. We equip
this formalism with a qualitative representation of time, starting from archaeological stratigraphy.
Stratigraphic analyses (both of excavated deposits and of upstanding structures) are closely related
to Edward Cecil Harris’s theory of the “Unit of Stratigraphication” (referred to as “US”, while a
stratigraphic unit of an upstanding structure Unita Stratigrafica Murale, in Italian, will be referred to
as “USM”). Every US is connected to the others by geometric, topological and, eventually, temporal
links, and these are recorded by the 3D photogrammetric survey. However, the limitations of the
Harris matrix approach led us to use another formalism for representing stratigraphic relationships,
namely Qualitative Constraints Networks (QCN), which was successfully used in the domain of
knowledge representation and reasoning in artificial intelligence for representing temporal relations.
Keywords: medieval archeology; photogrammetry; 3D survey; ontology; stratigraphic analysis;
Harris matrix; temporal relations

1. Introduction
This paper presents a set of reflections based on sixteen years of interdisciplinary cooperation
between medieval archaeologists from the University of Florence (Italy) and computer science
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researchers from CNRS of Marseille (France), aiming towards a connection between 3D spatial
representation and archaeological knowledge for interpreting the Mediterranean Middle Ages [1].
In the last decade, we witnessed significant improvements in photogrammetric techniques, starting
with the SIFT descriptor in 2004 [2], used to automatically match thousands of homologous points.
This opened the way to increased automatization of the photogrammetric process, auto-calibration
and automatic 3D dense point cloud generation. These new photogrammetric tools now can easily
replace the terrestrial laser scanner still used at the turn of this century in archeology, but offer no
improvements and remain unable to link semantic data with this plethora of accurate geometric data.
At the same time, the stratigraphic analysis applied to upstanding buildings in the framework of
medieval archeology is, on the one hand, absolutely mandatory and, on the other hand seems, to have
reached a crucial point in its evolution. Italian Medieval Archeology, in parallel with a close relationship
with historical research, contributed to the development of archaeological methodologies at European
and world levels. A specific and particularly outstanding contribution was provided in the field of
non-destructive urban and territorial analysis. Such was indeed the (successful) attempt to embed
stratigraphic theory in the study of historical buildings, extending the principles of the site-formation
process to the architectural-formation process [3]. The translation of the Harris paradigm [4] in
upstanding structures [3,5], i.e., in full 3D context, brings some inconsistencies, which become more
and more visible with the development of new 3D surveying tools. Many scholars argue the possibility
to increase the Harris matrix with specific fields suitable for better defining and analyzing upstanding
building stratigraphy. In Italy, where the use of upstanding building stratigraphy is commonly used,
especially among medieval archaeologists, see the status quaestionis in Gallina [6]. At the same
time, recent advances in knowledge representation, as the development of ontologies also in cultural
heritage, change the way to manage knowledge and extend the possibilities to connect with other
research fields. The presented work aims at merging photogrammetric survey and temporal relations
in order to propose a new representation of temporal relations stemming from temporal qualitative
networks thanks to the Allen approach. This is done by developing a common framework describing
knowledge used in photogrammetry, as well as in stratigraphy fully based on ontologies. An ontology
describing the photogrammetric process and the measured artifact (ashlar block, observed relevant
surface and then the Unit of Stratigraphication (US) and connected concepts) is aligned with the
well-known ontology used now since a long time in cultural heritage: International Committee for
Documentation, Conceptual Reference Model (CIDOC CRM) [7]. The use of ontologies to manage
cultural heritage is increasing every year, opening the door for many interesting perspectives [8–11].
Significant advances developed in CIDOC CRM [12–14] (and now with CIDOC-CRMba, an ontology
to encode metadata about the documentation of archaeological buildings [15]) are also very useful for
exploring certain theoretical concepts underlying the construction of the Harris matrix. CIDOC CRM
is now well adopted by cultural heritage actors from a theoretical point of view [16–19], as well as
applicative works [16] and a very interesting direction toward Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
applications [20].
We have developed an ontology to represent both the photogrammetric process and the measured
objects, ashlar blocks and US. The objects are modeled according to the point of view of the
measurement process but indeed, these artifacts or concepts as US can also be seen from a cultural
heritage or conservation point of view. This is the reason why we have aligned our ontology with
CIDOC CRM. This modeling work is based on a previous study that started from the premise
that collections of measured items are marred by a lack of precision concerning their measurement,
assumptions about their reconstruction, their age and origin. It was therefore important to ensure
the coherence of the measured items and potentially propose a possible revision. This previous work
was done in the context of underwater archeology with similar problems. For more information,
see [21–24]. The case study of this work is the Montreal Castle in Showbak, Jordan. Where the
University of Florence has been working since the 1980s and LSIS since 2001 [25]. We are thus working
on a huge quantity of data acquired over time according to the evolution of the technology and
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the team evaluation. We present in this paper both photogrammetric surveys and their link with
archaeological data through a common formalism based both on pure XML and on ontology.
2. Managing Time in Archeology
One of the first interesting computing applications in archeology concerning the temporal domain
was probably due to David George Kendall [26,27], a statistician at the University of Cambridge.
He worked on seriation (“The purpose of seriation is to order the individuals of a population in
order that exhibits in the most coherent way the evolutionary structure of their descriptive traits.
The principles according to which order—which reflects temporal evolution—is obtained may be
diverse, even if they explicitly express the notion of evolution” [27], cited by Guenoche and Tchernia
in [28]) in archeology by treating the data of Flinders Petrie. Petrie, a pioneer of modern and scientific
archeology, proposed a method for determining a relative chronology of artifacts according to their
characteristics and to the context in which they were discovered. The analysis of the relationships
between all the significant details of the objects found during the excavation also makes it possible to
group the objects into families and to highlight evolutionary trends in a group of objects. Seriation is
still relevant [29,30], although the management of time in archeology has been recast with the work of
Harris and the stratigraphic approach [31] where the relations between stratigraphic units are both
temporal and topological.
Edward Cecil Harris, a British archaeologist, developed in 1979 a matrix method for the
management and verification of spatial-temporal relations between stratigraphic units. The three
temporal relations (anteriority, posteriority and synchronism) associated with topological relations
describing the physical relations (resting on, superimposing, overlapping, etc.) serve to organize
the stratigraphic units in relative time. The stratigraphic unit, referred to as the US, is defined as
the smallest unit of land that can be located before and after neighboring units by examining its
physical boundaries.
The essential difference between Harris’s approach and seriation lies in the fact that the
establishment of the relative chronology of the stratigraphy (Harris method) does not take into
account the artifacts present in the stratigraphic units [32], but only the physical position of each US
and their relationship. The main objective in the field is to recognize the elementary stratigraphic units
and to understand their topological relationships (and, of course, how they were formed). From these
relations, the archaeologist deduces the stratigraphic relations that make it possible to propose a
chronological order according to their physical position. For example, with regard to the stratigraphic
analysis of a building, the different stages of its construction can be observed and decomposed into
stratigraphic units.
During archaeological excavations, hundreds or even thousands of stratigraphic units can be
identified and listed. The development of a graph and its translation into a Harris diagram or matrix
has enabled the detection of inconsistencies in the data, mainly by detecting cycles in the graphs.
Harris’s approach therefore proposes a relative scheduling as a function of time. However,
the use of the typology of artifacts (the typology that is the basis of all seriation) present in the
stratigraphic units may be useful to determine the time that can be quantified using absolute
benchmarks. The two approaches, the relatively ordered time by Harris and the absolute time given by
the typology, but also by the correlation with texts of the time or by scientific methods such as carbon 14
(Radiocarbon dating is a method developed by Willard Frank Libby used to calculate the age of objects
containing organic material. The measurement of the 14 C decay is a standard way to roughly calculate
the date of death or fixation of an object containing organic material) dating or dendrochronology
(The dendrochronology dating method, first developed by Andrew Ellicott Douglas, is based on the
growth of tree rings. This method can only be used if one knows the growth curve of the region where
the object that we want to date was found), are both linear approaches.
Djindjian and Desachy resituated Harris’s work from the perspective of graphs resulting from
operational research [33–36]. The PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique) method and the
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MPM (Potential Metrics and Methods) method consist of breaking down the production process into a
series of precise operations, or tasks, separated by stages, each of which constitutes the end of one task
and the beginning of another [33].
2.1. Harris’s Methods for the Temporal Representation of Stratigraphic Units
Figure 1 shows the PERT diagram (a) and the MPM diagram (b) in the corresponding Harris
matrix (c) and Harris diagram (d). It illustrates the relationship between the Harris method and the
pre-existing PERT and MPM methods. In both cases, the graph accounts for the scheduling of the
tasks required to execute a program. In the PERT method, the steps for executing the program are
represented by the vertices, while the arcs represent the task. In the case of the MPM method, it is
the opposite.
The analogy with the archaeological process is strong: the stratigraphic units are represented as
temporally-related tasks, and the very close relationship between the Harris diagram (d) and the MPM
diagram (b) is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Relative temporal representations: (a) PERT diagram; (b) MPM diagram; (c) Harris matrix;
(d) Harris graph.

The relative position of the five stratigraphic units can be seen in the example in Figure 2. On the
left, the perspective view allows us to propose a chronology; a cross-section of the same US is in the
center; and on the right, the Harris diagram is shown.
It is important to note US 12, which is a cut in the layer labeled as US 15. US 12 is a negative US
because it is only a trace of an action of cut. US 12 now separates US 13 and 14, but the archaeological
investigation must be able to understand if these two US before the cut of US 12 are the same US or
not. If this is the case, we will add in the diagram the synchronous relation between US 13 and 14.
This is followed by US 11, which fills US 12 visible at that time.
The Harris formalism which allows one to manage and visualize these US, is well distributed
throughout the community by software, mostly open source, which helps to visualize and store
these graphs.
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Figure 2. Different representations of Unit of Stratigraphication (US) relations, cited from ([37], p. 83).

Earlier software such as ABC FlowCharter 4.0 (originally from Micrografx, in 1995 and then by
iGraphx) was mainly presented as flowchart software with an adaptation for the Harris formalism.
Also in 1985, the old Strata software program from the Computing Laboratory, University of Kent at
Canterbury, used a set of recorded observations of stratigraphic relationships as input and was the
foundation stone of jnet software [38] based on semi-structured formalism (XML). In the same way, we
can mention the Bonn Archaeological Software Package (BASP) [39] developed since 1973 included
in many software packages dedicated to archeology (orthophoto, level curve, etc.). None of these
software packages are available any longer.
Still used by the community, we can cite ArchEd from the University of Vienna, Austria [40], which
allowed one to build stratigraphic graphs, but they were completely disconnected from the survey.
More recently, Intrasis, a Swedish GIS software package dedicated to archeology, is able to manage 3D
files coming from terrestrial laser scanners and linked using ArchEd [41]. In the same direction, based
on the GIS platform, the Harris matrix Composer from Christoph Traxler and Wolfgang Neubauer [42]
tries to fill the gap between survey and the Harris matrix. The most recent one, developed by Jerzy
Sikora and his team [43], plans to use mobile devices in the field that are able to merge visualization,
data and analysis.
The main works on US formalization and visualization have been done as part of archaeological
digs. The latest works include ADS (Archeology Data Service, U.K.) and ISTI-CNR, Italy, where
archaeological dig reports, 3D surveying, 3D visualization on the web and the Harris formalism can
be found in the same tool [44]. Indeed, the Harris formalism has been developed for archaeological
excavation and a transposition on an upstanding structure, in a real 3D context, with stratigraphic
units still functional at the time they were studied, which implies the development of many new issues
to be considered, as well as an accurate formalism.
However, Harris’s representation of time is also limited. Indeed, taking into account only points
on the temporal scale, it cannot express the notion of duration. This restriction due to the linear
representation of time was already perceived in the Nineteenth Century by Flinders Petrie: “The main
value of dates is to show the sequence of events; and it would matter very little if the time from
Augustus to Constantine had occupied six centuries instead of three, or if Alexander had lived only
two centuries before Augustus. The order of events and the relation of one country to another is
the main essential in history. Indeed, the tacit common-sense of historians agrees in treating the
periods of great activity and production more fully than the arid ages of barbarism, and so substituting
practically a scale of activity as the standard rather than a scale of years.”, Petrie in 1899, as quoted by
Lucas ([45], p. 8).
Thus, the formalism proposed by Harris responds well to the need for formatting and control
of the data, but does not allow representing the complexity of the temporal data used in archeology.
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Since the 1980s, the concept of palimpsest seems to be necessary to describe the complexity of temporal
superposition already directly observable. “The house where I am writing this paper was built towards
the beginning of this century, in the courtyard of an ancient farm whose structure is still visible.
From my open window, I see an interweaving of houses and constructions, most of them dating back
to the 19th century, sometimes including parts of earlier constructions from the 18th or 17th century.
The 20th century here looks so localized, so secondary: it is reduced to details, such as windows, doors
or, within houses and flats, furniture.... Right now, the present here is made up of a series of past
durations that makes the present multi-temporal.” Laurent Olivier cited by Lucas ([45], p. 37).
Since the 1990s, a new trend has been developing and proposes to use other temporal models in
archeology to take this complexity into account. Ann Ramenofsky, an archaeologist at the University of
New Mexico, USA, suggests using intervals to take into account measurement uncertainties in absolute
chronology assessments ([46], p. 79). Other teams propose to extend the temporal relations proposed
by Harris to the time management formalism proposed by Allen [46]. This results in the number
of temporal relations increasing from 3–13 (see Figure 3), as well as the ability to reason in terms of
duration over intervals and no longer on a succession of ordered instants [47,48]. However, even if
this formalism is much richer (13 relations are proposed to manage time intervals), this approach has
not yet spread in the world of archeology [49].

Figure 3. Allen’s intervals algebra atomic relations.

As we have seen, the topic of time in archeology is most important and very complex, though it
has been too often neglected. The work conducted by G. Lucas [45,50] has been, until now, the most
exhaustive presentation and reflection about it. Following Lucas, time is a theoretical concept used in
different ways in contemporary archeology, but its meanings are not always the topic of discussion.
2.2. Chronology
Therefore, by analyzing and breaking up an archaeological deposit into basic, discrete stratigraphic
units, archaeologists are able to create (relative) chronologies of all activities performed (by man
or by nature) at a site over time, in order to describe and interpret it. The physical relationships
between deposits and interfaces help archaeologists deduce stratigraphic relationships, i.e., the relative
chronology of each US. To allow archaeologists to organize all the stratigraphic relationships between
the different US, Harris also designed a diagram, the matrix. “The Matrix changed the paradigm of
the archeology from the one-dimensional concept embodied in the Wheelerian section drawing to
a four-dimensional model that combines the three physical dimensions with that of time, the forth
dimension. In this sense, it is like the clock face of twelve hours and the Gregorian calendar of a
twelve-month year, which are diagrammatic ways in which time, which does not exist in any material
form, can be seen. More than any other science, archeology is a time-related discipline and the Harris
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Matrix has given that emphasis a revolutionary force in its ability to translate the physical evidence of
stratification into calendar of relative time, unique to each site, but universally comparable through
the Matrix diagrams.“ ([51], p. 10).
As previously stated in this paper, the Harris matrix is an important and not yet out-dated
tool, but which suffers from its inability to express the concept of duration, as well as upstanding
building stratigraphy.
In agreement with certain scholars [52], especially in Italian Medieval Archeology, who wonder
how it applies to the study of upstanding building archeology, we try to work on:
1.
2.

3.

Maximum readability and immediacy of the drawings and schedules, avoiding, as much as
possible, obscure symbolism and hypertrophy of the documentation
Simultaneous presence in the same media of all kinds of information (text, drawing, pictures),
in order to really simplify the information sharing. It is clear that the Harris matrix itself is not
very easy to understand and lacks meaning, and without photographs and drawings, the US are
equally unclear. This rigid separation of the information must be properly addressed
The formalism used to store and represent this complex and heterogeneous knowledge cannot
be rigid and too structured because archaeological data and the knowledge itself change over
time [53].

Despite its lack of the concept of duration, the Harris matrix has been a useful tool for analyzing
archaeological stratigraphy up to now.
Since in archeology the representation of space is the same as the representation of time, our team
started to work on the modeling of archaeological time after 2009 [25,54] in order to embed this aspect
within the system and to eliminate the separation of duration from the temporal sequence of a site.
We were also trying to develop a tool able to automatically generate Harris matrices, as well as integrate
nonlinear time models [45,52,55,56] into the chronological structure of the Harris matrix itself.
3. Photogrammetric Analysis of the Shawbak Castle
Archaeological excavations are always irreversibly destructive, so it is important to accompany
them with detailed documentation reflecting the accumulated knowledge of the excavation site.
However, not only the excavation needs an accurate documentation, also the upstanding structures
research [3], especially before any restoration work, which often deletes the previous historical
information. This documentation is usually iconographic and textual. Graphical representations
of archaeological upstanding structures such as drawings, sketches, watercolors, photographs,
topography and photogrammetry are indispensable for such documentation and are an intrinsic
part of an archaeological survey. However, as pointed out by Olivier Buchsenschutz in the introduction
to the symposium Images and archaeological surveys, in Arles, France, in 2007 [57], even a very precise
drawing only retains certain observations that support a demonstration, just as a speech retains only
some arguments, but this choice is not usually explicit. This somewhat lays the foundation of this
work: a survey is both a metrics document and an archaeologist’s interpretation.
The Castle of Shawbak (Ma’an region, Jordan), also known as the “Krac de Montréal”
(Figure 4), is one of the best preserved rural settlements in the entire Middle East [58]. As the core site
of the Florence archaeologists’ research in Jordan, it has been chosen to develop a new documentation
system. This extensive site (230 m × 80 m) is stratigraphically complex both in depth and in upstanding
structures. According to Brogliolo’s rules of upstanding structures stratigraphy [3], it is subdivided
into 23 CF (Corpo di Fabbrica, which means the same parts of structure, which form a single part of the
building). In order to determine the site’s chrono-stratigraphic sequences, the Florentine archaeologists
started by analyzing the stratigraphy of all CF, which of course, is the first step of the study.
All the examples presented here are only from CF5, a very important archaeological feature of
the castle, which summarizes its different temporal phases (starting with the Crusader and Ayyubid
periods). It has also been used to produce a full-scale 3D model showcased during the exhibition From
Petra to Shawbak. Archeology of a frontier (see Figure 5) [59].
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Figure 4. The castle of Shawbak (Ma’an region, Jordan).

Figure 5. The full-scale 3D model of Corpo di Fabbrica 5 (CF5) built for the exhibition From Petra to
Shawbak. Archeology of a frontier.

3.1. How Photogrammetry Helps Archaeological Research
The photogrammetric approach is used to solve two kinds of problems: the first one is to build a
3D or 2D representation, or part of the site, in order to have a representation of the site that can be
used as an interface for the large amount of textual and iconographic data collected and computed by
archaeologists. The second one is the necessity to collect metric data on identified artifacts in order to
be able to perform a dimensional analysis, clustering and other statistical computations.
Indeed, two families of objects must be surveyed:
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The area that we need to study, which can be represented by an orthophoto, a digital terrain
model (DTM) or, more generally when the studied site is complex and a full 3D approach is
required, by a 3D surface, mainly meshes.
The artifact that we seek to position in space and for which we have good a priori knowledge (in
our case, the atomic element is the ashlar block, the smallest measurable element of each USM)

Throughout this work, we deal with these two aspects, artifacts and unstructured surface, by
addressing two different approaches; one using a priori knowledge through measurements and the
second based solely on geometry. The first approach, based on the a priori knowledge that we have
about the measured artifact, uses our knowledge of the object to compute its size and position in
space. This method can also reduce the time required for measurements. The second approach, used
to survey land for example, but also the main structure of the castle, uses automatic tools coming from
photogrammetry to compute a dense cloud of 3D points.
Finally, a very important point is the link between geometry and knowledge; a model, 3D or 2D,
representing a site is a relevant interface to access the data known about the site. 3D site representations
provide important added value to archaeologists who are then able to study a three-dimensional overall
picture. Moreover, it should be noted that, by the nature of archaeological research, archaeological
data are incomplete, heterogeneous, discontinuous and subject to possible updates and revisions to
each field season campaign. The documentation system, linked to archaeological data, must be able to
manage these constraints. The archaeological knowledge in this work is represented by ontologies and
we have developed some 3D viewer software able to manage links with ontologies, as well as display
graphical requests on these ontologies. This will be discussed in the next section.
3.2. Dense Cloud of 3D Points and Meshes
Since 2002, with one three-month campaign per year, more than 90,000 photographs have been
taken of the Shawbak site, following the continuous progress of digital camera technology, as well as
photogrammetry software.
These campaigns have produced photographic sets acquired with calibrated digital cameras both
in convergent and parallel coverage with the survey of control points using a total station and DGPS.
These control points are used to reference the photogrammetric models in a common geodetic system.
We are still processing these photographs, using the set of control points, in order to obtain a complete
3D model with dense point clouds of the entire site.
This first 3D elaboration produces a huge quantity of 3D points and meshes with the help of several
photogrammetric software programs mainly Photomodeler from EOS and Photoscan from Agisoft.
The full collection of images is split into several sets of 3000–9000 photographs, which are oriented
independently and then computed in the global reference system with the help of control points.
In 2012, a helium balloon was used to survey the site, which resulted in a small-scale model.
Oriented with DGPS control points, this model of course is not suitable for measuring artifacts, but
allows us to position all the studied buildings in a common 3D model. Figure 6 shows the whole
model and some large-scale images of the buildings surveyed.
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Figure 6. 3D models of the entire castle.

3.3. Measuring Artifacts and Querying the Model: Spatial Considerations
Specific photogrammetry tools dedicated to measuring stones individually have been under
development since 2002 to help archaeologists to easily produce photogrammetric surveys. These tools
are now integrated in a more complex system, which allows automatic production of 2D or 3D
representations from archaeological database queries. The graphic 2D documents produced through
this process look like the handmade drawings done by archaeologists using ortho-rectified photos.
Once all the photographs are oriented, the I-MAGE process (Image processing and Measure
Assisted by GEometrical primitive), developed in 2001, is used to support the user during the
measuring process in photogrammetric surveys. Users can make a 3D measurement using
one single photograph, without altering the precision of the result. Previously published at
a CIPA Heritage Documentation symposium [60], (CIPA was founded in 1968 as the Comité
International de la Photogrammétrie Architecturale, in English: “International Committee of Architectural
Photogrammetry”), this method allows the user to concentrate on the archaeological aspects of the
survey and pay less attention to the photogrammetric ones.
We use this approach also to produce 3D models of building blocks (i.e., ashlars) based only on
the visible sides. The morphology of each ashlar block is expressed as a polyhedron with two parallel
sides, or faces. In most of the cases, only one side is visible, sometimes two, rarely three. The survey
process can inform about the dimensions of one face, then the entire polyhedron is computed according
to the architectural entity’s morphology (extrude vector) and the data (depth, shape, etc.) provided by
the archaeologist.
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Computing an extrusion vector can be easy when the architectural entity’s morphology is obvious.
During a wall survey, for example, an extrusion vector can be computed by a least squares adjustment.
This is the plane used by I-MAGE. In this case where the entity’s geometrical properties are simple,
the extrusion vector is calculated before the survey phase, and the block is extruded directly from the
measured points (see Figures 7 and 8).

Figure 7. Ashlar blocks using a plane as an approximation of the exterior face of the wall [53].

In the case of the survey of an arch, the extrusion should be radial, needs the geometrical features
of the entity (intrados, radius, axis) and is therefore processed afterwards.
This approach for measuring blocks was already published in an ISPRS (International Society for
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing) congress [61] and has been combined with the I-MAGE process
in order to obtain an integrated tool.
The main problem is determining whether a block is an edge block when observing
photogrammetric data. To do this, archaeologists need a document of the highest quality.
We have tried developing an automatic edge detection system for ashlar blocks, but indeed, the
problem is more related to expert knowledge. Since 2016, we have developed a new version of the
I-MAGE tool using both an oriented image and the dense point clouds. The user can describe the block
geometry observing a good quality photograph, and the 3D block geometry is computed using the
dense cloud of 3D points. The extrude value is still given as an hypothesis by the archaeologist.
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Since 2014, we stopped using a database to store ashlar block measurements and are currently only
using an ontology describing both the photogrammetric process and the archaeological knowledge
related to the blocks and stratigraphy. These aspects are detailed in the next section.

Figure 8. An example of the stone-by-stone survey using an extrusion vector from CF34 (the Ayyubid
Palace in Shawbak).

The survey process produces a set of measured ashlar blocks linked with both the 3D model and
the archaeological knowledge (stratigraphy, lithotype, stone tool analysis, etc.).
3.4. The Use of Stratigraphic Units in Archeology
Starting from the most important concept of the stratigraphic archeology, the US, we try to
document directly in the survey the main characteristics of each one. Following the publication of the
first edition of E. Harris’s book Principles of archaeological stratigraphy (1979) [4], many archaeologists
follow the idea that all archaeological sites, to a greater or lesser degree, are stratified, and for this
reason, it is necessary to know the main principles of the archaeological stratigraphy to obtain all the
possible information, as we could see before.
As we can see, the forms of US are the result of either natural (deposition or erosion) or human
(construction or destruction) actions. Their position on the entire wall, as well as the physical and
stratigraphical relationships with the other US are necessary to detect the relative chronological
sequence of the entire building (and, when comparing all structures, the relative chronological sequence
of the entire site). The characteristics that distinguish each US of the upstanding building are mainly
the stones’ lithology, the ashlar blocks’ dimension and shape and the kind and the quantity (or also the
absence) of the mortar. Of course, it is extremely relevant to note the physical relationships between
the different US (see Figure 9). Therefore, we need to survey all the dimensional and technological
data and also, of course, to survey the position of all the US.
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Figure 9. Several orthophoto/map generation images based on several queries: (a) the design of USM
perimeters; (b) same as (a) with a reprojection of one of the oriented images; (c) Image (a) with a
reprojection of the texture inside the block perimeter; (d) texture reprojection inside of the US perimeter
(computed with blocks); (e) Image (a) query with a uniform color inside each block according to their
US and an automatic extraction of the cement (computed as the Boolean difference between the global
perimeter of all US and all the individual blocks); (f) the same as (e), but with texture mapping for
each block.

4. Photogrammetry, Knowledge and Time
The 3D GIS, merging photogrammetry and ontologies, is the last step of this chain and aims at the
automatic production of 3D (or 2D) models through ontological queries: these 3D models are in fact
at the same time a graphic image of the archaeological knowledge and the current interface through
which the user can edit the dataset.
This approach enables automatic 3D thematic representation and new archaeological analysis,
through bidirectional links between 3D representation and archaeological data. In this section, we will
see in Section 4.1 the ontology development, merging photogrammetry and archeology knowledge,
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then in Section 4.2, we present briefly certain tools used to easily manage these ontologies. Section 4.3
will show the link with stratigraphy and the use of time relations, and Section 4.4 proposes
a research direction to represent duration in stratigraphy and to solve time constraints in an
archaeological context.
4.1. Ontology for Photogrammetry Process
The ontology developed in the framework of our research takes into account the manufactured
items surveyed, as well as the method used to measure them, in this case, photogrammetry.
The surveyed item is therefore represented from the measurement point of view and has access
to all the photogrammetric data that contributed to its measurement in space. Two ontologies are
aligned in this context; one dedicated to photogrammetric measurement and the geo-localization of the
measured items, whereas the other is dedicated to the measured items, principally the archaeological
artifacts, describing their dimensional properties, ratios between the main dimensions and default
values. These ontologies are developed closely linked to the Java class data structure that manages the
photogrammetric process, as well as the measured items. Each concept or relationship in the ontology
has a counterpart in Java (the opposite is not necessarily true). Moreover, surveyed items are also
archaeological items studied and possibly managed by archaeologists or conservators in a museum.
It is therefore important to be able to connect the knowledge acquired when measuring the item with
the ontology designed to manage the associated archaeological knowledge. CIDOC CRM is a generic
ontology that does not support the items that it represents from a photogrammetric point of view;
a simple mapping would not be sufficient, and an extension with new concepts and new relationships
would be necessary. This modeling work is based on a previous study that started from the premise
that collections of measured items are marred by a lack of precision concerning their measurement,
assumptions about their reconstruction, their age and origin. It was therefore important to ensure
the coherence of the measured items and potentially propose a possible revision. This previous work
was done in the context of underwater archeology with similar problems. For more information,
see [21–24].
The extension of the CIDOC-CRM ontology is structured around the concept of Man-Made Object.
The root of ItemMesurable developed in this project extends this concept (see Figure 10). The mapping
operation is done in Java by interpreting a set of data held by the Java classes as a current identification
of the object: 3D bounding box, specific dimension. These attributes are then computed in order to
express the correct CRM properties.
Several methodologies can be chosen regarding mapping two ontologies. For example,
Nicola Amico and his team [13] chose to model the survey location with the concept of Activity
in CRM. They also developed a formalism for the digital survey tool mapping the digital camera
definition with Digital Machine Event. We see here that the mapping problem is close to an alignment
problem, which is really problematic in this case. Aligning two ontologies dealing with digital camera
definition is not obvious; a simple observation of the lack of interoperability between photogrammetric
software shows the wildness of the problem. We are currently working on an alignment/extension
process with Sensor ML which is an ontology dedicated to sensors. Although some work has already
been achieved [62], it is not enough to clearly hold the close range photogrammetry process, from
image measurement to artifact representation.
In addition, we use the concepts of time representation present in CIDOC CRM in order to
represent the Harris relations and then Allen’s formalism about the time intervals.
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Figure 10. Partial ontology visualization with CIDOC CRM alignment.

4.2. Tools for Managing Ontologies
The use of ontologies in archeology and cultural heritage, as we have already stated, is becoming
increasingly widespread. Indeed, this formalism is particularly suitable for heterogeneous data and
offers concepts and tools to manage incompleteness, updates and revisions of the involved knowledge.
Therefore, the way ontologies are structured is far from a traditional relational database, and managing
them can be difficult for a person without a solid background in computer science. In addition, even if
many research papers are published in the field of ontology for cultural heritage, the use of ontologies
is not yet a common or widespread tool for managing archaeological excavations. Much research
shows that the ontologies are very suitable for archeology, but only a very few archaeological missions
use ontologies to manage data coming from excavations.
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This is normal: even if we can demonstrate that a new approach is very interesting, changing
technology is always a high cost decision, and ensuring the continuity of the data, analysis and student
training is a real challenge.
We decided to develop some tools in order to display data stored in ontologies as a virtual
relational database in order to have a simplified view of the stored data. These tools can provide a
static point of view on these ontologies and allow simple manipulations similar to those possible on a
relational database.
The first one is an editor that displays classes, instances and properties present in an ABox (a set
of assertional axioms in an ontology) as if the data were structured by a table in a relational database
(see Figure 11). By reading the ABox, the editor is able to display the classes present in the ontology, all
their instances and offers a simple and dynamic way to display data properties as normal fields of
these instances and the possibility to modify them (also, as we are in the ontology context, to add or
remove fields). This of course gives us many other possibilities as the archaeological work is always in
progress, and a modification of the data structure is always possible and easy to implement through
this interface.

Figure 11. The ontology editor: classes, instances and properties edition from the OWL file.

In addition, the editor is able to display graphs showing the relations between instances classes
and properties. A full bidirectional access is provided and allows one to modify the value of the
properties accessed by clicking on the graph.
The same approach allows us to build an editor dedicated to physical and stratigraphic relations
between US.
This tool is dedicated to stratigraphic relations between US, reading an ABox and displaying
an exhaustive list of the US present in the ABox with all the physical and stratigraphic relations
between them. This tool allows one to add, cancel, modify the relations between US and visualize them
through a graph. We are still working on a consistency check tool to control on the fly the digit (see
Figure 12).
Finally, we developed a tool for 3D visualization of the artifacts stored in the ABox.
Indeed, currently, ontologies are used also as a serialization tool to store all the data relative to
the survey: oriented photographs, 2D and 3D points, relevant points for stone-by-stone surveys,
computed ashlar blocks and archaeological concepts often non-measured directly as stratigraphic
units, Corpo di Fabbrica, etc. The tool is able to read the ABox and, thanks to the procedural attachment
(as detailed in the next section), can instantiate the corresponding Java instance and produce a 3D
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representation of the instances stored in the ABox. This tool was used to produce the two images
shown in Figure 13 according to the specific request.

Figure 12. Physical and stratigraphic relations editor with graph visualization of all the relations
in which the current USM is involved. A color code is used to separate physical relations from
stratigraphic relations.

Figure 13. Ashlar block visualization, on the left; the colors show the clusterization result based on the
block’s height. Right: the colors show the clusterization result based on USM.

4.3. ARPENTEUR Ontology: A Link between Photogrammetry and Stratigraphy
We propose now to work on the link between 3D measurement and temporal relations.
Indeed, archaeologists use a set of rules to determine temporal relationships by observing physical
relationships. Table 1 describes the physical conditions necessary for establishing the temporal
relationships. The temporal relations are deduced from the physical relations, and often, these physical
relations can be deduced from the relative position of the US between them using the photogrammetric
measurement of their components. As the US are built on measured objects, it will be possible to
compute the veracity of the physical relations in order to deduce the temporal relations if they have
not been specified by the archaeologist or to ensure a coherence of time relations.
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Table 1. Link between physical and stratigraphical relations.
Physical Relations

Stratigraphical Relations

Gli si appoggia (ad A si appoggia B)
Coperto da (A coperto da B)
Tagliato da (A tagliato da B)
Riempito da (A riempito da B)
Appoggiato a (A appoggiato a B)
Copre (A copre B)
Taglia (A taglia B)
Riempie (A riempie B)
Uguale a (A uguale a B)
Legato a (A legato a B)
Collegato a (A collegato a B)

A Anteriore B
A Anteriore B
A Anteriore B
A Anteriore B
A Posteriore B
A Posteriore B
A Posteriore B
A Posteriore B
A Contemporaneo B
A Contemporaneo B
A Contemporaneo B

4.3.1. Ontology and Graphical Representation
This work is based on a close link between, on the one hand, the software engineering
aspects and the operative modeling of the photogrammetry process, the needed computation
and artifacts measurable by photogrammetry in the context of this project and, on the other
hand, the ontological representation of the same photogrammetry process and surveyed artifacts.
The present implementation is based on a double formalism: the Java programming language, used for
computation, photogrammetric algorithms, 3D visualization of photogrammetric models and cultural
heritage objects, then OWL (Web Ontology Language) for the definition of ontologies describing the
concepts involved in this photogrammetric process, as well as the surveyed artifacts.
For several years, OWL has been used as a standard for the implementation of ontologies (W3C,
2004). In its simplest form, it allows for representing concepts (class), instances (individual), attributes
(data properties) and relations (object properties). The ontology construction in OWL, symmetric
to the Java taxonomy, cannot be produced automatically. Each concept of the ontology has been
constructed with a concern for the representation of accurate knowledge from a particular point of
view: measurement. The same point of view presides over the elaboration of the Java taxonomy,
but software engineering constraints involve differences in the two hierarchies of concepts. For each
ontology concept, a procedural attachment method has been developed with OWLAPI. As each
concept present in the ontology has a homologous class in the Java tree, each individual of the ontology
can produce a Java instance and can benefit from its computational capabilities. In the same way, each
Java class has a counterpart in the ontology and can produce an individual of that ontology.
We have abandoned automatic mapping using Java annotation and Java beans for a manual
extraction even if this is commonly done in the literature [63–65].
Thus, reading an XML file used to serialize a Java instance set representing a statement can
immediately (upon reading) populate the ontology; similarly, reading an OWL file can generate a set
of Java instance counterparts of the individuals present in the ontology. The link between individuals
and instances persists and it can be used dynamically. The huge advantage of this approach is that it is
possible to perform logical queries on both the ontology and the Java representation. We can thus read
the ontology, visualize in 3D the artifacts present in the ontology and graphically visualize the result
of SQWRL queries in the Java viewer.
The approach we have chosen so far, using OWLAPI and the Pellet reasoner, allows for
handling SQWRL queries using an extension of SWRL built-in [66] packages. SWRL provides a very
powerful extension mechanism that allows for implementing user-defined methods in the rules [67].
The photogrammetric survey is expressed as an ABox. An ontology describing the photogrammetric
process, as well as the measured objects was populated by the measurements of each block and a set of
corresponding data (USM owner, etc.). It is therefore this ontology that contains the metric information
such as the geo-positioning of each block and all the physical and stratigraphic relationships provided
by archaeologists.
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The reading and the geometrical interpretation of this ontology can lead us to validate or invalidate
the physical relations by a topological analysis of the relations between the various components of the
USM, but also to check the consistency of temporal relations by extracting a graph of constraints and
then using a logical solver.
For example, the 3D visualization shown in Figure 13 is done using the ABox and on-the-fly
instantiation of corresponding Java instances. The colorization is the result of an SQWRL request done
on the ontology.
Moreover, a first possible interpretation of these data should be the generation of a graph of
temporal relations where the nodes, instead of having a coded position as in the Harris graphs,
should have as the coordinate of the USM center of mass projected in the USM main plane.
As illustrated in Figures 14 and 15, the graph is superimposed on an unrealistic representation of
the stone-to-stone reading of the building.
4.3.2. Positive and Negative US
As we said before, the US can be positive (i.e., layers), negative (i.e., cuts) or neutral
(i.e., interfaces). In this regards, until now, we have been working mostly on the survey and
representation of positive USM, although since 2009–2010, the research for modeling negative and
interface units was also started (see Figure 16).
The latter ones are in fact 3D surfaces (not volumes) possessing stratigraphic relationships with
other units. They are not formed by ashlars and mortar, since they are only signs of, say, a destruction,
like with the traces left by an earthquake or by human (partial to total) destruction of a material feature.
Figure 16 shows a negative USM represented by a cloud of 3D points extracted using the perimeters
drawn on the photographs by an archaeologist.

Figure 14.
Positive stratigraphic relations with the USM node coordinate coming from
photogrammetric measurement.
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Figure 15. 2D bloc representation with the stratigraphic graph and bloc position. The nodes of the
graphs are computed as centroids of US or block.

Figure 16. Negative USM represented by the set of 3D points extracted using the perimeters designed
on the photographs by an archaeologist.

4.4. Toward Duration for Representing the Stratigraphic Unit
Once the problem of surveying and representing stratigraphic units is solved through ontology
and then graphically, we have to face some limits of the Harris paradigm. As we saw before, one
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of the main improvements we are working on is considering US as intervals of time and no longer
as instants.
Indeed, inferring all the Allen’s relations directly from the physical relations between US is not
trivial, and currently, the only way to do that is by using the expertise of archaeologists.
Nevertheless, we start with a few deduced relationships from Harris’s formalism to that of
Allen. Considering Stratigraphic Unit A, it should have a start point named Amin and an end point
named Amax .
For example, the Harris relation A is Contemporaneo to B can be translated by A starts B in
Allen’s relations and the Harris relation A Anteriorita B can be translated by A precedes B or A meets
B using the bound of intervals as expressed in Table 2 (For a typological simplification, here, A and B
designate USM and not instants or intervals as should be done to respect the various formalisms of
Harris and Allen. The determination of the time interval associated with a USM is a difficult choice,
and this aspect is discussed later in this paper.).
In order to represent the stratigraphic unit duration using time intervals, we use Qualitative
Constraints Networks (QCN), which have been successfully used in the domain of knowledge
representation and reasoning in artificial intelligence for representing temporal relations.
Table 2. Harris relations seen from an interval point of view.
Stratigraphical Relations

Start and End of US

A Contemporaneo B
A Anteriore B
A Anteriore B
A Posteriore B
A Posteriore B

Amin = Bmin
Amax anterior Bmin
Amax = Bmin
Bmax anterior Amin
Bmax = Amin

Allen’s interval algebra has been used for representing and reasoning with archaeological
information in the context of archaeological documentation [68] and the dating process [69]; however,
as far as we know, this formalism has not been used yet for stratigraphy in archeology.
Definition 1. Let B be a set of basic relations; a QCN N is a tuple (V, C ) where V = {v1 , · · · , vn } is a set of
n variables representing temporal entities; C is a mapping that assigns to each tuple (vi1 , · · · , vi j ) of variables of
V a relation C (vi1 , · · · , vi j ) ∈ 2B .

The stratigraphic relations between US are temporal binary relations, and several QCN could be
proposed according the choice of the temporal entities and the set of basic relations.
4.4.1. Time Points Algebra
Considering temporal entities as time points, archaeologists can provide temporal relations
between the centers of mass of the US, deduced from stratigraphic relations between US. More formally,
the domain D is defined by the set of rational numbers (line points) D = Q equipped with the linear
order <, and the time points algebra stems from three atomic relations B = { precedes, f ollows, same}
(see Figure 17). These relations are defined as follows:
precedes = {( x, y) ∈ Q × Q : x < y},
f ollows = {( x, y) ∈ Q × Q : y < x },
same = {( x, y) ∈ Q × Q : x = y}.
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Figure 17. Time points algebra atomic relations

The set of time points algebra relations is denoted by 2B , where each relation is a disjunction of
atomic relations. The set 2B is equipped with the operations: union (∪), intersection (∩), composition (◦)
and inverse (− ). The following example illustrates the notion of QCN when the temporal entities are
time points.
Example 1. Let A, B, C, D, E, F be US; the stratigraphic relations between these six US according to the
Harris matrix approach are illustrated in Figure 18.
Let a, b, c, d, e, f be the centers of mass of these six US; considering temporal entities as time points,
the QCN denoted by (V, C ) is such that the variables are time points, which are the centers of mass of
the US, and the constraints are the temporal relations between US. More formally, the set of variables is
V = {v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 , v6 }, where v1 = a, v2 = b, v3 = c, v4 = d, v5 = e, v6 = f , and the set of constraints
is C = {C12 , C23 , C26 , C34 , C45 } (for the sake of readability, the inverse relations and the transitive relations are
omitted), where:
The constraint C12 = { precedes} states that v1 precedes v2 ;
The constraint C23 = {same} states that v2 is the same as v3 ;
The constraint C26 = { precedes} states that v2 precedes v6 ;
The constraint C34 = { precedes} states that v3 precedes v4 ;
The constraint C45 = { precedes} states that v4 precedes v5 .
The QCN is represented in Figure 19.

Figure 18. Example of relations between US.
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Figure 19. Qualitative Constraints Networks (QCN) when temporal entities are time points.

4.4.2. Intervals Algebra
However, the stratigraphic relations between US often involve the notion of duration, which
cannot be represented using the Harris matrix approach.
In this case, intervals are more suitable temporal entities. From stratigraphic relations
between US, the archaeologists can assign intervals to US, and we can consider relations between
intervals using Allen’s interval algebra [56]. This algebra stems from 13 atomic temporal relations,
B = { p, m, o, s, d, f , pi, mi, oi, si, di, f i, eq}. More formally, the domain D is defined by the set of intervals
of the rationals line D = { x = ( x − , x + ) ∈ Q × Q : x − < x + }. Each atomic relation is defined by
constraints on the bounds of intervals. For example, the atomic relation s (for starts) is defined by
s = {( x, y) ∈ D × D : x − = y− and y+ > x + }; the atomic relation m (for meets) is defined by
m = {( x, y) ∈ D × D : x + = y− }.
The set of Allen’s intervals algebra relations is denoted by 2B , where each relation is a disjunction of
basic relations. The set 2B is equipped with the operations: union (∪), intersection (∩), composition (◦)
and inverse (−). The following example illustrates the notion of QCN when the temporal entities
are intervals.
Example 2. We come back to Example 1; however, we now consider temporal entities as intervals. The new
QCN denoted by (V, C ) is such that the variables are intervals consisting of the lower and upper bounds of
duration of the US, and the constraints are the temporal relations between these intervals. More formally,
the set of variables is V = {v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 , v6 }, where v1 = ( a− , a+ ), v2 = (b− , b+ ), v3 = (c− , c+ ),
v4 = (d− , d+ ), v5 = (e− , e+ ), v6 = ( f − , f + ). The set of constraints is C = {C12 , C23 , C26 , C34 , C45 } (for the
sake of readability, the inverse relations and the transitive relations are omitted) where:
The constraint C12 = {b, m} states that v1 precedes v2 or v1 meets v2 since from Figure 18 and Table 2, one can
deduce that a+ < b− or a+ = b− ;
The constraint C23 = { f } states that v2 finishes v3 since from Figure 18 and Table 2, one can deduce that
b− = c− ;
The constraint C26 = {b, m} states that v2 precedes v6 or v2 meets v6 since from Figure 18 and Table 2, one can
deduce that b+ < f − or b+ = f − ;
The constraint C34 = {b, m} states that v3 precedes v4 or v3 meets v4 since from Figure 18 and Table 2, one can
deduce that c+ < d− or c+ = d− ;
The constraint C45 = {b, m} states that v4 precedes v5 or v4 meets v5 since from Figure 18 and Table 2, one can
deduce that d+ < e− or d+ = e− .
The QCN is represented in Figure 20.
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Figure 20. QCN when temporal entities are intervals.

Note that information on the bounds of the intervals may be incomplete, as illustrated in
Example 2, the constraint C23 only follows from the lower bounds of the intervals v2 and v3 assigned
to US. Table 2 does not provide any relations between upper bounds, and we need more information
than what is provided by Figure 18. Archaeologists should be equipped with suitable tools allowing
them to complete information on the bounds in the best possible way.
Moreover, an important issue is the QCN consistency checking problem. Indeed, a QCN may be
inconsistent for several reasons. Errors can be made on the interpretation of stratigraphic relations;
discontinuities involved with the 3D complexity of studied structures may exist; the survey may be
incomplete (for instance, lack of photographs, etc.). Efficient tools have to be developed in order to
check the consistency and to pinpoint the inconsistencies in each step of the process from the formal
temporal representation to the photogrammetric 3D survey.
Concerning the QCN, three main approaches have been proposed for consistency checking in the
artificial intelligence community, stemming from discrete CSP (Constraint Satisfaction Problem) [70],
from SAT (Boolean Satisfiability Problem) [71] and, more recently, from Answer Set Programming
(ASP) [72].
4.5. From Harris to Allen
The choice we made is to express duration in a US model trying to use an Allen interval to model
the current knowledge expressed with Harris relations. Passing from three time-relations to thirteen
interval relations is not trivial and of course not bijective. More than one solution is possible.
According to the current stratigraphic problem in upstanding building structures, we can propose
the two sets of solutions in Table 3 for passing from Harris to Allen and in Table 4 for the reciprocal
relations. Of course, these proposals reflect the archaeological problem studied, and as we can see,
there are some temporal relationship that we were not able to better refine than using subsequent and
anteriority (without any other specification proposed by Allen temporal relationships) (see Table 4,
Rows 2, 3 and 4).
To study temporal relations between US belonging to a building that we can observe, measure
and survey, we need to define a temporal range in which this analysis will be relevant. The first point
of view we can have, the most trivial, is to consider that all the observed US are still ‘alive’ because we
are able to observe and measure them. In this case, most of the Harris relations jump into a unique
Allen interval: “X finishes y” (see Figure 3); and the end of the temporal interval is the current time
of observation. This point of view was developed by Lucas as stressed in the Introduction of this
paper ([45], p. 48).
This solution, even if it sounds correct, does not fit in with the current state of our work (we need
more time to study and discuss these theoretical models); at this point of our research, we prefer to
limit the duration life of each US to the end of its formation.
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This point of view is the one used by Harris considering the US relations; we simply added the
concept of duration preserving the main goal of Harris’s model: to study the constructive relations
between US in order to understand the evolution of the building over time.
We propose two tables of correspondence (Tables 3 and 4), which is the starting point of a possible
translation of the temporal relations by Harris in intervals expressing the duration proposed by Allen.
The “translation” of the temporal relations proposed by Harris in the thirteen interval relations
proposed by Allen is too ambiguous to be formalized by a function passing from three states to
13 states. In fact, to obtain these three temporal relationships proposed by Harris, archaeologists rely
on the physical relationship between the US (defined in Table 5).
We therefore propose a conversion using the physical relations to Allen relations rather than a
direct conversion of Harris relations to Allen relations.
Such a conversion table is shown in Table 3. Thus, according to the physical relations that were
conditioned the choice of the Harris relation, different Allen relations can be proposed.
Of course, the elaboration of this translation between Harris’s proposition and Allen’s formalism
is based on a clear and univocal definition of these relations (see Figure 21).

Figure 21. Harris to Allen proposal schema.

These concepts have been used for years by the archaeologists of the Florence team, and their
application to the particular case of standing buildings has made it possible to define them in detail.
In order not to deviate from the sense in which they are used in this work and in future work, we have
left their Italian name in the text (in Table 3, Column 2 and 3; in Table 4, Column 2).
Table 3. From Harris to Allen.
n

(Harris) Physical Relations

(Harris) Stratigraphical Relation

Allen (More Than One
Relation Is Possible)

1

It leans on (y leans on x)
Appoggiato a (y appoggiato a x)

y is later than x
y Posteriorità x

y preceded by x
y met by x

2

leaned on by (x is leaned on by y)
Gli si appoggia (ad x si appoggia y)

x is earlier than y
x Anteriorita y

x precedes y
x meets y

3

It connects (x is connected with y)
CollegatoA (ad x si CollegatoA y)

4

Linked to (x is linked to y)
Legato a (x è legato a y)

x is contemporary to y
x Contemporaneo y

x equals y
x starts y
x during y
x finishes y

5

Covered by (y is covered by x)
Coperto da (y è coperto da x)

x is earlier than y
x Anteriorita y

y preceded by x
y meetby x
y overlaped by x

x is contemporary to y
x Contemporaneo y

x equals y
x starts y
x during y
x finishes y
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Table 3. Cont.
n

(Harris) Physical Relations

(Harris) Stratigraphical Relation

Allen (More Than One
Relation Is Possible)

6

It covers (x covers y)
Copre (x copre y)

x is later than y
x Posteriorità y

x precedes y
x meets y
x overlaps y
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It fills (x fills y)
Riempie (x riempie y)

x is later than y
x Posteriorità y
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The definition of these concepts given in Table 5 is based on a previous work of the Florentine
team when defining the database named PetraData [73].
This is the point of view chosen for the future work that we plan to develop on the use of duration
for US.
Table 5. Harris physical and temporal relation definition.
n

Harris Relation

1

It is leaned against (y is leaned against x)
Appoggiato a (y appoggiato a x)

2

It leans against (x leans against y)
Gli si appoggia (ad x si appoggia y)

3

It connects (x is connected with y)
CollegatoA (ad x si CollegatoA y)

Definition
One US A is ‘AppoggiatoA’ on a US B if: A is in contact with B; A is
‘Posteriorità’ to B; There is a horizontal plane that touches both A and B. This
connection is mainly used to define the physical relationship between walls or
between layers and structures (between US and USM).
A US A ‘GliSiAppoggia’ a US B if: A is in contact with B; A is ‘anteriorità’ B;
there is a horizontal plane that touches both A and B. This connection is
mainly used to define the physical relationship between walls or between
layers and structures (between US and USM)
A US A is ‘CollegatoA’ to a US B if: A can be in contact with B or there is a
third US in contact with both A and B; A is ‘contemporaneita’ with B; this
connection describes a link, for example, in the case of two wall edges crossed
by a passing bridge pit. Used only for USM. This is a ternary relationship
where the US responsible for the link does not exist, or no longer exists, or is
not observable.

4

Linked to (x is linked to y)
Legato a (x è legato a y)

One US A is ‘LegatoA’ to US B if: A is in contact with B; A is ‘contemporaneita’
with B; the convex volumes of A and B intersect. Often designed to merge A
and B. Only used for USM.

5

Covered by (y is covered by x)
Coperto da (y è coperto da x)

A US A is ‘CopertoDa’ by a US B if: A is in contact with B; A is ‘anteriorita’ to
B; there is a vertical plane passing through both A and B. This connection is
mainly used to define the physical relationship between layers and/or
structures (between US and USM).

6

It covers (x covers y)
Copre (x copre y)

A US ‘Copre’ a US B if: A is in contact with B; A is ‘posteriorita’ to B; there is a
veritable plane passing through both A and B. This connection is mainly used
to define the physical relationship between layers and/or structures (between
US and USM).

7

It fills (x fills y)
Riempie (x riempie y)

A US A ‘Riempie’ US B if: A is in contact with B; B has a solid concavity, even
partially from A. B is generally, but not always, a negative US.

8

Filled by (y is filled by x)
Riempito da (y è riempito da x)

A US A is ‘RiempitoDa’ a US B if: A is in contact with B; A is partially or in
totality concave and even partially filled by B. A is generally, but not always, a
negative US.

9

It cuts (x cuts y)
Taglia (x taglia y)

A US ‘Taglia’ a US B if: A and in contact with B; it physically subtracts
material from B, and A is a negative US.

10

Cut by (y is cut by x)
Tagliato da (y è tagliato da x)

A US A is ‘TagliatoDa’ US B if: A is in contact with B; A was physically
subtracted from material B, and B is a negative US.

11

Equal to (x is equal to y)
Uguale a (x è uguale a y)

A US A is ‘UgualeA’ to US B if: A is not necessarily in contact with B; A is
consecutive to B; A and B are physically the same US, but there may be a
physical discontinuity between them.

12

x is earlier than y
x Anteriorita y

An USM A is ‘Anteriorita’ to USM B if A is formed before USM B

13

x is contemporary to y
x Contemporaneo y

A USM A is in ‘Contemporaneita’ with B if A and B have been formed at the
same time.

14

x is later than y
x Posteriorità y

An USM A is in ‘Posteriorita’ compared to B if A was formed when B was
already formed.
Posteriority

Even if only considered an ‘intellectual challenge’, we are studying the possibility to control
from the beginning the periodization of the archaeological stratigraphy. In fact, after creating the
matrix, the archaeologists’ second step is to build a coherent periodization that considers all the known
elements. We are currently testing this system to ensure better control of the entire pipeline.
5. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper focuses on the main goals obtained by the collaboration between medieval
archaeologists from the University of Florence (Italy) and ICT researchers from CNRS LIS laboratory
of Marseille (France). From the beginning, this fifteenth collaboration is built on a mutual exchange of
knowledge. Our first common field of interest is survey, and our main purpose is to add knowledge to
it. The future of this collaboration can be expressed in this way: first of all, the changing paradigm and
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producing new tools mean deep changes in the way we work. We change both how photogrammetry
is used and how the observed data are managed; as new photogrammetric tools are developed and
traditional relational databases are replaced by ontologies, new tools become available to manage and
infer data.
Beyond the scientific problems, an important obstacle addressed by this work is that a major
paradigm shift will significantly impact the on-going work. The changing paradigm means also
changing vocabulary, managing new concepts, changing well-known tools for unknown and not
completely debugged tools.
The main problem in fact of such an interdisciplinary project is to both develop new concepts and
new tools while continuing to produce clear, relevant and verified data. On the one hand, the previous
and already existing management system is still used to complete existing data coming from previous
campaigns; and on the other hand, we need to be able to feed the new system with enough data in
order to test it. Of course when, as is the case here, the two systems are very different, the data from
the actual system currently in use will have to be ‘ported’ to the new one. Finally, the decision has to
be made to change systems, which always has a heavy cost at the beginning.
In the framework of this collaboration, archaeologists have learned to create 3D models using
photogrammetry since 2001 when this method was not yet very widespread [2,74].
We have developed a tool for digitizing ashlar blocks in 3D using only one single image so that
archaeologists can remain concentrated on their main task: adding semantics to the 3D model.
Due to the fact that today, photogrammetry can easily produce a dense cloud of 3D points,
we are currently adapting this tool to use both a set of oriented photographs and a dense cloud
of 3D points to digitize ashlar blocks and USM. The underlying ontological model is used here to
immediately produce ABox instances and feed the ontological survey with all relevant data (stone tool
used, lithotype, material and other archaeological and non-graphic observations).
The first step was to obtain a 3D GIS, and we worked very hard to make it possible [25]. Now, our
group is starting to work on the field of ontologies, especially to manage the US and to add knowledge
to the survey [74]. Even if there are some theoretical works on the ontologies, until now, not many
archaeologists have studied and tested ontologies to manage heterogeneous data. To do this, it will be
possible to replace the database, which is a very important tool, but often too rigid. The intensive use
of ontologies to manage both photogrammetric geometry and archaeological data will allow us to first
check the consistency of digitized data and then infer new relationships between US using an inference
engine, such as Pellet, directly from the ontology. For example, we are currently working on producing
Harris relations using known physical relationships between US, and then, we will be able to check and
produce new temporal relationships between US according to Allen’s formalism. We are now working
on developing a complete pipeline based on ontologies to manage both the photogrammetric process
and archaeological knowledge. This pipeline will allow a common formalism for all the heterogeneous
data involved in the archaeological analysis and will allow specific queries on these data with several
kinds of output (textual, 3D, 2D, Harris-like matrix). In doing this, we continue to follow our method
of collaboration, which is truly interdisciplinary, building together our new knowledge base, useful
both for archaeologists and ICT researchers.
The second approach, developed in parallel, is to build a Qualitative Constraints Networks
(QCN) based on the physical relationships between US. This will allow us to check the consistency
between relations. The QCN will be developed in ASP using the solver ASPERIX [75,76]. We plan to
investigate the ASP approach for several reasons. ASP is a unified formalism for both representing
and implementing the consistency checking problem expressed by a logic program that is very
close to natural language. We already used this formalism when dealing with the revision
of geographical information within the framework of the European project REVIGIS (Uncertain
knowledge, maintenance and revision in geographic information systems, ID: 27781, 1998–1999) [77].
More precisely, we compared the CSP, SAT and ASP approaches. CSP focuses on the direct resolution
of inconsistencies by means of propagation mechanisms, while SAT and ASP concentrate on the
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identification of inconsistencies. However, an experimental study on a real-world application
benchmark showed that ASP gave better results than SAT [78]. Moreover, ASP can easily interface
with ontologies and Java.
As all the data collected using photogrammetry are in 3D, we will propose to express all the
relations between US and other concepts by 3D graphs to be aware of and overcome several well-known
ambiguities due to the 2D expression.
Finally, this work tries to analyze the temporal problems connected to the Harris matrix, which,
as Lucas and Gallina pointed out, can be divided into two different fields. The first one concerns the
different kinds of time relationships between USM, starting from the physical-temporal relationships
used in the Harris matrix.
The proposed charts (Tables 3 and 4) aim to create an interconnection table between temporal
intervals (Allen) and temporal relationships (Harris). As we can see, there are some temporal
relationships that we are unable to better refine than using subsequent and anteriority (without
any other specification proposed by Allen’s interval relations). On the other hand, the most important
criticality concerning the Harris matrix’s temporality is the lack of expression of duration.
When we analyze a matrix, we are convinced that we will see many instants linked to each other.
When we analyze a matrix, we are convinced to see many instants linked to each other. We propose
in this paper a first step to fill this gap and a way to use Allen’s interval formalism that will enable
archaeologists, as well as researchers to further advance science in regards to knowledge representation
and reasoning in artificial intelligence for temporal relationships.
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